SERVICES

DESCRIPTION

INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT
Cyber Threat Intel Discussions

Specialized discussion boards for trusted
crowdsourcing on Cyber Threat Intelligence,
including email ingestion and parsing

Subscription Notifications

Personally subscribe to the discussions that
interest you in order to get email notifications
and stay involved

Basic Workflow

Approval workflows can be applied for new
and edited content in order to ensure delivery
of high quality intel to the community

Intel Submission and Viewer

Capture community intel through a formal
submission process and display analystapproved, published intel in a viewer

Analyst Workflow

Formal SOC/CSIRT management of
submitted intel to support capture, triage,
refinement, publication, and updates

Alert Profiling

User-managed preference for triggering
email notifications

STRUCTURED THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Threat Intel Extraction and Curation

Programmatic extraction of structured threat
intel from human-readable content, and
additional meta-data curation of the data

STIX Viewer

Access STIX-formatted threat intel for
downstream analysis, correlation, or other
uses

TAXII Output

1-click transformation of extracted threat
intel into STIX for redistribution to the
registered TAXII device

Threat Intel Correlation

Real-time correlation of extracted threat intel
to support pivot, analysis, and discovery

Threat Intel Visualization

Visualization of correlated threat intel to
support pivot, analysis, and discovery
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STRUCTURED THREAT INTEL (CONT.)
TLP

Traffic Light Protocol marking with
customizable definitions to support proper
handling of sensitive threat intel

OTHER CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Compartments

Completely compartmentalize data, users,
and look and feel to stovepipe collaboration
based on organization’s needs

Document Library

Store documents in folder structure with
granular permissions, version control, check
in/out, tagging, etc.

Multi-person Chat

Single and multi-person chat with presence
awareness, status, and access historical
chats

Secure Messaging

Email-like communications with other users
in the platform without the security risks of
regular email

Knowledgebase

Wiki-like access to organization’s custom,
reference information with change notification,
tagging, granular permissions, etc.

Blogs

Single or multi-user blogs for communicating
trending information, for community
engagement, etc.

Web Content

Custom web content for images, text, and
links to communicate information to users

Global Search

Compartment and platform-wide search so
users can easily find information of interest

Data Tags

Tag objects so they are easy to find

Tag Cloud

Quickly identify which tags are the most
popular and quickly navigate to them to
facilitate pivot and discovery
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COMMUNITY
Directory

Customizable directory of users to facilitate
communication, collaboration, and
coordination

Calendar

Private or shared calendar with email
notifications keep the community aprised of
important events

iFrame Integrations

Display and access external web sites within
the platform

Polls

Poll users on specific questions and gather
metrics based on their answers

ADMINISTRATION
50 Users

Up to 50 users may access the platform

User and Organization Management

Administer user/org settings based upon your
desired structure

Role and Team Management

Custom roles and teams can be used for
accessing data in the system

Role and User-Based Permissions

Access data based on custom roles and/or
named users

Activity Auditing

User activity is tracked through detailed
activity logs accessible to admins only

Layout Configuration

Compartments, pages, and apps can be
configured and branded based on each
organization’s needs

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Additional users

Additional users available to support even the
largest communities

REST API

RESTful API to CTI Discussions and Analyst
Workflow
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